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Specification for Automatic Pre Weighbin Svstem

Scope:

This specification is intended to cover the functional and technical requirements,

maintenance requirements, training and spares for the Pre Weighbin system (automatic

gravimetric filling instruments) to be installed for loading of wagons while in motion both in

coupled and uncoupled conditions.

2.O General:

2,t Functional requirements & definitions:

2.7.7 System operation shall be through Auto mode.

2.1-2 One-to-one correspondence between Pre weigh bin discharge and corresponding wagon must

be available.

2.7.3 Pre Weigh bin system capacity: Pre Weigh bin system shall be able to measure a load up to 80

tons for loading an individual wagon.

2.1.4 Wagon loadability: lt shall be possible to load all those wagons loadable from top, available on

lndian Railways.

2.1.5 Bi-directional loading: The loading shall be possible from both direction of movement oftrain.
2.1.6 Mixed rake loading: lt should be possible to load a mixed rake (combination of different type

of rolling stock) consisting of empty and loaded wagons.

2.1.7 Working environment: The system supplied should be rugged to work satisfactorily in all

weather conditions. Moreover, full system must be moisture and dust proof.

2.7.8 Accidental maladjustment: lnstruments shall be constructed so that maladjustment's likely to
disturb metrological performance cannot normally take place without the effect being

detected.

2.1.9 Tamper Proof: Full system should have the arrangement to prevent it being tampered by

unauthorized persons. The sub-assemblies/ assemblies, alteration of which can lead to
erroneous weighments should be made tamper proof. The system should have proper

locking/sealing arrangement to avoid any tampering with the system including software. The

"admin" control should be with the Railways.

The system should provide for automatic logging of all changes being made to the system

either at the stage of calibration or during operation with complete record of the users details,

location/lP addresses from where changes have been made and the details of the changes

made. The log of all changes so made shall be automatically transferred to the nodal person at

CRIS in all cases in addition of the concerned Railway users in-charge of operation and

maintenance.

a. During calibration, computer system must be disconnected and logic must not be

implemented in computer system and weighing electronics must work independently without
PC which will avoid weight manipulation in computer system.

b. Calibration and adjustment of weight to be through hardware switch, soft key or key board

linked with control console which shall be disabled through hardware jumper /dip switch in
the electronics card which should not be accessible after sealing of control console.

c. Control console shall have Display facility to view calibration value, calibration date & time,

which can be verified any time without any need of system interaction.
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2.1.10 lt shall entirely be the responsibility of the owner for ensuring that no damage whatsoever is
caused to the wagons during loading/handling on the Pre weaghbin system. The owner shall
guarantee to pay to the Railway the rectification charges in case of any damage to the wagons-

Particular requirement:
These shall comprise of weighing system electronics (control console), processing and printing
equipment and any other equipment required for satisfactory performance of the system. The

technical terms used in this document largely draw reference from the Metrological Rules in

vogue in lndia.

3.1 Technicalrequirements/Weighingsystemelectronics:
3.1.1 lt shall consist ofcontrol console and a computer system.

3.1.2 A suitable input device shall be provided for inputting the data from time to time.
3.1.3 A visual display unit shall be provided for monitoring the contents and results visually.
3.1.4 Suitable heavy duty printer shall be provided for getting a hard copy of the weight of the

loaded quantity in individual wagon and total train. (Printer should also be able to print on A-4

size paper.)

3.1.5 Suitable fault findinB software routines for display of major faults occurring in the system shall

be provided. Suitable LED panel/Message display should be provided on the console, each

LED/message indicating a specific fault and LED/message should light up indicating the type of
fault for diagnostics.

3.1.6 Auto Zero function for eliminating zero error resulting from drift shall be provided after each

and every operation. Auto calibration of the system after each and every weighment cycle

shall be provided for error free weighment.

3.1.7 A system shall be provided to facilitate uninterrupted backup for electronic weighing
indication system and computer system for minimum one hour in case of power failure.

3.1.8 The control panel shall have suitable means for memory protection in case of power failures.

3.1.9 The supplier shall give adequate training to at least two persons of Railway department in the
concerned Zonal Railway for operation, maintenance, fault finding, troubleshooting and

security of the system free of charges.

3.1.10 The weigh bin manufacturers shall be required to maintain spare part hubs at strategic
. locations from wlrere they can promptly rush spares to service the defective system.

3.2 Softwarerequfuements:

3.2.1 Software should be on Windows platform and should not have protections of dongle/ adapter
on parallel port fot working. lt should be capable of using extended memory. lt should be
password protected for operation and editing.

3.2.2 The weigh bin computer system and software shall have FOIS (Freight Operations lnformation
System) functionality. The integration of this system with FOIS for seamless data transfer
without human intervention is an essential requiremefi for this system. lts integration with
FO|S needs to be validated jointly by the OEM and CRIS. The computer system and software
should be able to receive & transfer text based/other specified files/data in encrypted mode
over FO|S network and to FOIS server. The weigh bin manufacturer shall enable the weigh bin
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software to transmit the weighment data in the prescribed syntax, sequence and format with
the prescribed encryption, against the data transfer protocol specified. The testing of the

system would need to be done on the development server of CRIS and for this purpose,

suitable APls and other software requirements would need to be disclosed by the OEM to CRIS

for facilitating the testing.

3.2.3 Operato/s interaction should be through a computer system or a control console with a VDU.

3.2.4 lnitial screen should be in the form of an indexed block menu or a drop down menu. Selection

of items should be possible either by cursor keys or a mouse.

3.2-5 Menu should include items like weigh mode, weighed records, printing, diagnostic tests, help

etc,

3.2.6 While in weighing mode, sreen should show the number of wagons, its tare weight, fill

weight, gross weight and its sequence number. Date and time should be taken from the

system itself.

3.2.7 lt should not be possible to edit the gross weights. ln the weighment software, there should

not be any impon/export option to any other software.

3.2.8 lt should be possible to store the information of one rake weighing into a separate file, which

can be retrieved and printed at a later date. Such stored information should be complete with

originaldate and time and it should not be possible to edit such file.

3.2.9 The operating software should have in-built security so that no unauthorized person can

alter/interfere with the system to ensure reliability of weighment. The system should have

adequate capacity to store the record of about 100 rakes weighed without having to delete/off

load for storage. These records will be normally preserved for about 6 months and the system

should not permit any alteration of records after the weighment is completed.

3.2.10 Operating software should have the capability to store at least last 100 nos. of login particulars

without facility of editing.

b.

Structural requirements:

structures required for installation of the equipment (including electronics) shall be made

leakage proof and seepage proof to prevent ingress of rain water and moisture in the room

which may eventually damage the control panel, computer and its peripherals. This room

should have a bay window for clear view of the track and loading process.

System structure shall follow the maximum moving dimensions of IRSOD as given in

Annexure-A.

3.4 Print out requirements:
Print out format should contain the following information.

a. Date and time.

b. Rake number, time in /time out for the train.

c. Wagon identification no., tare weight, gross weight, net weight and speed.

d. Gross and net weight for the complete rake.

3.3

a.
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3,5 Documentationrequirements:

3.5.1 Operator's manual: lnstructions for operating the system for the purpose of weighing and
printing should be clearly laid down in an operato/s instruction manual. lt should contain
complete information on using the software, auto calibration and zero balance, carrying out
diagnostic tests and system set up before start of weighing.

3.5.2 Maintenance manual: lt shall contain detailed description of the system and its functioning.

This manual shall contain. Drawings and circuit diagrams with component layout wherever
required. Complete wiring diagram with all wires numbered and components/cards labeled.

List of parts with part number of the assembly and also part number of the original

setting and jumper settings on electronic cards if any. fault finding with check

points and parameters to be measured and their value.

Sufficient copies of operator and maintenance manual available to the users.

3.5 Eligibilitycriteria:
The pre weigh bin supplier shall be required possess all and

approvals from the Metrological of lndia for model of the Pre

weighbin system (automatic gravimetric filling ) being offered.

,.7 Withdrawal of Approval

The pre weigh bin.shall be used Railways after approval of
concerned Zonal Railways as per for operation of Pre weigh bin

system is subject to withdrawal at owne/s failure to ensure loading of
wagons without decided by Railway.

4.0

4.1

Testing:

Metrological

The for system shall meet the provisions given in the
for Legal metrology. The provisions contained in the

gazette shall be applicable as amended or modified
of provisions as on date given in the Bazette are being

4.1.L weigh bin systems: lt shall meet the requirement of accuracy class-x (1)

, Seventh Schedule of Legal Metrology General Rules 2011 with latest
amendment vide The Gazette of lndia, T February 2011 by the Ministry of
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government of lndia) for each fill from the
average shall be equal to the limits specified ih table-|.

4.L.2 The maximum permissible error for Pre weigh bin systems shall be as specified in Table-1:

Value of the mass of the fill
Na (e)

Maximum permissible average of class X (1) deviation of
each fillfrom the

lnitialverification ln service inspection

15000 < M o.7% L%

Table-1
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For instruments where it is possible to preset a fill weight the maximum difference between

the preset value and the average mass of the fill shall not exceed 0.25 of the maximum

permissible deviation of each fill from the average, as specified for in service inspection in the

above table. This limit will apply for initial verification and for in-service inspection testing.

4.1.3 Scale interval (d):

For a particular method of weighing of load receptors, all weight indicating and printing

devices on the instrument shall have the same scale interval of 20 kg.

The firm/owner shall arrange for
per terms & conditions of AMC.

system for the initial commissioning the firm.

bin system shall be conducted as follows:5.0

5.1 system supplied by the vendor to private sidings

itself or agencies as per contract agreement.

system shall be carried out by concerned Zonal Railway

system shall be warrantied against the defects in design,

for a period of 30 months from the date of dispatch or 24 months

from the whichever is earlier. Warranty will be applicable to the all

work done weighbin manufacturer. During this period all defective parts or accessories

shall be replaced promptly and free of cost to the customer and such replaced parts shall

further carry the same warranty. Warranty will not be applicable for consumables item like

printer cartridge, UPS batteries and fuses etc.

The scale intervals of the indicating or printing devices shall be in the form of 1x 10k, 2 x 10k

or 5 x 10k, "k" being a positive or negative whole number of zero.

4.1.4 Accuracy verification of Pre weighbin system in initial and in-service shall be carried out as per

metrological requirements. The test weights are certified and stamped by the lndian weights

and measures department and are constructed from a material such as cast iron.

4,2 calibration of the pre weighbin system:Calibration of the pre weighbin system:

The equipment shall be certified by Weights and Measures Department, and should also meet

all extant statuary provisions and policy guidelines.

Catibration of the pre weighbin system shall be conducted as per the provisions given in the Vll

schedule of the legal metrology gazette.

The pre dispatch
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